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Good afternoon,
I would like to tell you my experience with the Ultimate Zapper.
In 2016 I became very ill. I had no idea what was going on with
me, just sick and unable to get out of bed. My brother brings
over this machine, The Ultimate Zapper and wants to hook me
up so I was game. After the session with it I began to feel
EXTREMELY DIZZY. but it was a very nice feeling. The only
way I can describe it is I felt like a vinyl record spinning around
perfectly. it felt so nice and I immediately laid down and fell
right asleep. When I woke up, I still felt like the "vinyl record"
spinning perfectly around and around. I stood up ( I felt better
than I had in days) but I stood up and went to my front glass
door and just stared out.. all the sudden, I heard in my head a
"beep beep beep beep" and it came straight from my liver!! At
that exact moment I exclaimed, "It's my liver, I'm going to the
emergency room!!" .. the doctors there examined my liver
through a scan/picture and came into my room and told me,
"You have a spot on your liver but you should not have known
this". I told this doctor all about what had happened and he was
VERY INTERESTED and VERY EXCITED to hear about the
Ultimate Zapper and even walked me out to my car so he could
still talk to me about my experience. He was very intrigued, to
say the least. The "beeping" noise it sent to my brain has always
captured my attention. I've been too scared to go back to the Dr
about my liver but I'm about to do so. I want your machine, the

Ultimate Zapper in my home. I will fill you in, if you're
interested, in the outcome of the tests on my liver. If there is still
a spot on it and especially if it's gotten worse, I'm going to try
and use your Zapper to kill whatever it is on my liver that's
making me sick.
Thank you so much!! I'm very excited to find out all I can!! By
the way, that day that I was feeling like a vinyl record spinning
around and around. I felt that way all that day and night and I
felt it the next day as well, just not as strong the following day.
Thanks again,
Amy H.
Dec. 30, 2021

Hi Ken,
Thank you for your quick response and providing such a great
product. I have owned a QE2 for some time and am giving it to
someone else and upgrading to QE4 for myself. What a miracle
product it truly is. You are a good person.
Regards,
Malcolm G.
Dec. 12, 2021
Greetings Ken,

I was in error about the XE+ hand holds being only stainless
steel like the SE. I did receive the correct 1 copper and 1
stainless steel handholds. Our family has been successfully
using your Zapper since the early 2000's. Thank you for
developing this great device,
Bradley W.
Nov.25, 2021

Thanks so much Ken!
I am happy I made your day! You certainly deserve high praise.
Yep my 'MS' or whatever it was, cure, took 3 months! First the
prickling in the arms left and then the legs returned to normal.
My mother seems to have advanced abdominal cancer. My
whole family do not like allopathic treatment as we are aware of
how ridiculous it is, so me and my brother have been treating it
at home. In the last month we have dialled back her symptoms
with (don't laugh) shivambu, drinking and rubbing with urine,
and it seems to be in remission as her energy and flexibility has
skyrocketted over the last few weeks that she has been on it,
with pain much reduced. According to testimonials of that
treatment, it cures all advanced cancers if you can do it for long
enough, (takes several months). Anyway she has been on the
regular Hulda zapper for a few days in addition to that and feels
better after it, hence I am buying yours. My brother is
monitoring it with a multimeter to make sure it doesn't go below
9V.

BTW I am a history doctor. One day, I really want to investigate
and write a book on this neglected field of electromedicine and
you and Hulda will be the latest and greatest towards the end of
the book! BTW in case you are not aware, I have noticed
electromedicine was invented as soon as they invented batteries
in around 1700. Francis Hawksbee the English electrician
describes electromedicine in his AD 1706 book! I strongly
believe Tesla read these older books as they contain descriptions
of primitive fluro lighting as well which he 'later invented', and
this explains why he was into 'zapping himself' with high
voltage. I have seen it in two other old texts, if you are interested
let me know and I can send photos of the relevant text.
Thank you again for your wonderful work, Ken! 😀
Best Regards.
Dr. Charles K.
Oct. 27, 2021

Hi Ken!
Nice to hear from you. Anyway you don't know it but you really
helped me in 2007! I had MS symptoms, prickling everywhere
and couldn't walk. Blood test said mononucleosis. Anyway I
fixed it with lots of sunbaking, curry (found the active ingredient
was cumin and not the much vaunted turmeric, which halts MS
in its tracks). Then I found your site, and read your story,
removed all mercury fillings and chelation with cilantro and
chlorella and it worked, now it's all under the radar and i'm back

to normal for a long time! Wooohoooooo! So I want to thank
you for having that wonderful information online!
BTW I used a 'terminator zapper' last year when I had C***D, it
did nothing. I've never used your zapper before, I'm healthy
except for a bit of long C***D, buying this for my mum. Maybe
it will fix the long C***D too! Haha!
Cheers!
Dr. Charles K.
Oct. 27, 2021

I recently purchased the newest zapper and love it! I’m not sure
if you know much about endometriosis or related health issues
but I wanted to see if you knew any women who’ve experienced
big changes with specific health issues like that. I feel like it is
helping a lot along with so much, so grateful for this zapper my
goodness!!
Thank you so much 😊
Warmly,
Alicia R.
Oct. 10, 2021

Ken,

I am having great success with the Zapper. I am now zapping
twice daily for 2 minutes. My legs feel lighter and I have less
brain fog. I think I have less fatigue too.
How do I zap my cat? Will it be enough for her to sit on my lap
while I hold on to the copper rods? Or do her paws need to
touch the wet paper towels/rods?
Thanks
Sherry A.
Sept. 26, 2021

Hi Ken,
I worked with a guy that had C***D, two days later I fell ill
dripping nose headache from hell. All this in about five minutes.
It scared me so I used the older XE for 30 minutes my nose
stopped running after 5 minutes.
I then used the QE2 for 10 minutes I was ok after that although
the headache lasted 3 hours.
Thanks again for a great product.
Daniel R.
Sept. 10, 2021

Dear Ken,

I hope you are well.
My friend with H pylori had a lot of relief with the zapping.
A friend’s son is 14 and has a desmoid tumor on his calf. Is that
a virus? Is it worth trying to zap?
Thanks! Have a wonderful evening.
Kind regards,
Glyn L.
Sept. 5, 2021

Happy Sunday Ken,
Update on my sister Ruth, she’s been zapping and went back for
a second opinion on her kidney cancer and as of last Friday, July
2nd, her second Dr told her that she doe not have Cancer.
My sister told me, she could feel the zapping in her body.
She’s happy and finally told her children what she went through
and now she’s healthy again.
Thank you and Bless you.
Mardy P.
July 11, 2021

Hi Ken,

BTW, I tested C***D-19 positive on February 9th.
I used your zapper 2 hours a day and got better.
Not 100% but so much improved I thought I was going to die of
pneumonia.
Very good zapper.
Patricia T.
Feb 21, 2021

Dear Ken,
I bought 3 of the above zappers in 2012 from one of your
distributors. Two HIV cases were resolved and a 100% recovery
attained. Thank you.
I was wondering if I could get another one, SE model, please.
Your response appreciated.
Kind regards
Busi S.
May 19, 2021

Hi Ken

me and my wife and kids all got C*****A virus this week from
people that got vaccinated , with the ultimate zapper it
NOTHING to talk about .
We were healthy in just one session !!!
got my wife out of a half paralized face situation just by doing
the ultimate zapper for
(5 min / 5 min brake) X 4-5 times - she was unable to eat , and
with much pain and fever.- woke up the next day cured - got
back to work.
Michael. B.
May 11, 2021

Hi Ken.
My friend Jackie in England just got her QE4 and is very happy
with it!!
I am telling everyone I know!!
Nothing has killed Morgellons in 5 years! But this is
working! Honestly a true miracle!!
Thank you again!
Lanette H. Apr. 28, 2021
Hi Ken,
Thank you for creating these wonderful healing devices!
I told my friend about you machine and mentioned that he
should let his dad who has lyme disease look into it. He bought

one and he and his dad use it everydayand feel infinitely better
from it. Myself too, very powerful..amazing
I will let you know this week sometime,
Thanks,
Harrison R. Apr. 20, 2021

Hi Ken
How are you ? Congratulation on new model QE4.
I want to tell you my stories and to share my experience with
QE3 (I have so far 4 your models, 2 XE, one QE2 and one QE3)
I recommended you zapper to many people here in Canada but
even in Germany.
Anyway mu colleague bought on my recommendation QE3
model (Her son J.Espino purchased from you in Vancouver
directly )
She got few weeks ago 39 C fever, her body was in ache and she
started to use QE3 for 10 min (she never used before) I told her
about starting with few seconds like in your manual etc but she
used 10 min first time.
She was much better and in the morning her fever was 36.7C
She said she was feeling wonderful. I recommended to use
zapper 3 day in row.
She was using each day 10 min and fever never came back
Case No2
My wife came back from work and she started to feel sick,she
got fever 38.9 C and I recommended
to use Zapper QE2 .She was using 2 days 10-15 min session.
She was feeling much better after zapping but fever again
returned

3rd day I said lets use QE3. She was using 10-13 min and her
fever was gone,She felt much better got her energy and she
recover completely after just one use of QE3
I did recommended to use 2 more days (total 3 days with QE3)
and she did 10 min each time
Case No3
mu younger son (16 old),got fever 38C, He was using QE3 15
min one time and he was feeling much better.
It seams that QE3 is much powerful than QE2 and more
efficient.
Just wonder if older customers with ownership of few older
models have some extra discount with purchase of model QE4?
Best regards.
N.K.
Dear Mr. Presner,
My husband and I have used and loved your zapper for more
than five years now. We've seen many wonderful results, I won't
take your time with those today.
My dentist, Dr. Paul Gallo, was a student of Dr. Hal Huggins.
He had not heard of your zapper, and I shared information about
it at my first exam by him. He is famous for wonderful dental
revisions, and recommended me having three "dead" teeth (one
of which had a root canal ten years ago) removed, two mercury
fillings removed and replaced with biocompatible ones, and my
cavitations from wisdom teeth cleaned and treated.
Partly because of finances, also because I would love to keep
those three teeth, I asked if I could just get the mercury fillings

removed, and then zap my mouth while eating a "perfect" remineralizing diet for six months, to see if the cavitations and
dead teeth (showing abscesses around roots on an x-Ray) would
improve. Is improvement a possibility, in your estimation?
Next important question: at least two of those dead teeth have
large composite fillings; he told me that in the U.S., 90% of
composite fillings have metals such as aluminum in them. Will
zapping my mouth with those fillings cause me similar problems
with aluminum migrating to organs that I would have from
mercury fillings?
Thank you so much!
Sincerely,
Kellie B.

Ok. Each day i am getting better. This has been a bizaar period
of 9 mo yhs of struggling with IBS.
I didn’t think a out zapping when this started but when i pulled it
out and started zapping it was ‘t doing anything. Very scary.
Now, this zapper is making a difference. Thank God for Karen.
F. M.

Hi Ken,
I am now on my 7 day break from using the zapper I start back
on the 17th of July.
I was wondering when I start back up after 7 days can I start
back at the 10 minutes or should I start out

Slowly again and progress up on my time again? I am using the
footpads and both handheld magnets.
Also I wanted to let you know a friend of mine has been trying
my zapper and actually purchased one from
You last week, Lisa Hershman .
She is seeing amazing improvement in scoliosis and pain from
inflammation her back.
If Lisa and I want to purchase a few zappers for our family
could you give me information about
Maybe a distributor ship on purchasing a few units and the
terms? We thought if we combined ordering more than one it
may help us save on Multiple units.
I just can’t believe I never tried the zapper decades ago, I
actually studied Hilda Clarks therapy’s years ago I Just can’t
believe I never tried a zapper back then. Well thanks and look
forward to hearing back from you have a great weekend.
Best Regards
Sharon D.
Hi Ken,
Just wanted to let you know that I had my sister Elisa Paoluzzi
try my zapper. Last year, she got a toe infection from a pedicure
and has been struggling ever since to heal her big toe. She went
through rounds of antibiotics and topic antibiotics and it is still
bothering her. She can't do lengthy walks anymore without her
toe getting inflammed. The podiatrist now wonders if it might
still be infected.

She was visiting me for a few days and I let her try the zapper.
She noticed some improvement and now plans to buy the QE1,
same as mine.
You should expect to get an order from her soon.
Kind regards, Patrizia
features are coming out of me obliterated... all broken apart with
their insides coming out separately. i started zapping at 15
seconds yesterday and went to 30 seconds today... should i still
keep increasing the zap time? is this normal for the parasites to
break apart using the zapper?

Hello Ken,
It has been a long time since have contacted you. In fact I've
had my "new model XE" for several years. I am unable to give
you my exact date of purchase as we have recently moved and
I'm unable to find my "zapper file" with all my information and
instructions. I am unable to find information regarding the
lifetime warranty. I can not live without my zapper. Rescues me
every time when having a bladder infection flair up. I take care
of my zapper impeccably, keeping it protected in a special box,
as I take it everywhere with me when I'm out of town.
So the problem I'm currently having and only noticed last week,
is that using it for a recurring bladder infection but wasn't giving
me good result and I noticed the little red light was flickering
and not staying completely on. As soon as I touched the one

wire where it goes into the black box it stayed on. I taped it to
hold it and proceeded with another treatment of 20 (on) 20 (off)
20 (on) 20 (off) 20 (on) and my bladder discomfort was gone as
it always had worked before. So consequently it looks like I
need another box ONLY. All my other parts -- rods and foot
pads are working good. So what do you suggest? Don't know
what the life time warranty covers.
Thank you for your response to this email.
Pam L.
Hi Ken, hope you are doing well, I bought Ultimate Zapper from
you last year and we exchanged quiet a few emails before. I was
using your zapper regularly in the beginning and as life gets in
the way I had forgotten about it. Recently I had an injury while
exercising and my left side ribs were swollen and I was in pain
for almost a month now, it was sometimes difficult to breather
properly. My wife remembered about the zapper and had me try
that today and within about 45 mins of use the pain and swelling
was gone about 90% and I was speechless how fast this resolved
it, I am guessing it has kicked on blood flow to the area or
something of that sort So I just wanted to send you this
testimonial, thanks again for your wonderful product.
Rama G.

Hello Ken 🙂
My name is Oliver and I wanted to say thank you very much for

a truly amazing product. I purchased one of your units about 16
years ago now, and have since {recently} mailed it off to an old
friend whom I believed was slowly dying from a cancerous
lesion, as per what he was describing to me ---- he hooked up to
the unit upon receiving it, with my instructions via telephone....
and lo & behold.... he's healthy as a horse now!
And I won't bother you with what this device did for my
recovery from a wicked and protracted systemic fungal
infection, except to say that I suffered horribly for 7+ years,
spent well over $10K on useless supplements plus extreme
dietary protocols, and nearly died in the process... until...... I
broke down and bought your zapper --- I admit that I thought it
was too good to be true... but I had run out of options as I was
wasting away @ 150 lbs. {normally 185} I was slowly dying
and desperate ---- I'm telling you Ken... the zapper saved my life
too !!!

At any rate, I gave the zapper to my 'ole buddy as a gift... so
now I need a new one. I have another zapper unit but I'm not
pleased with it, and I want another Ultimate Zapper ---- Is there
any chance I could speak with you on the phone concerning a
custom order format that isn't available on your web page?
Please feel free to contact me anytime @ xxxx and please lv. a
message if I'm not available {I have spotty cell phone reception
here beyond Sooke, about an hour drive from Victoria BC... btw
:)

Stay healthy in the evil day my friend, and God bless-------_____

Oliver R.
I love the zapper I bought a month ago. I’ve used Dr.Clark and
penny zappers over the years, this is far better. Thought I wish I
would have waited for the big discount!
Can you use either side of the foot pads on the skin?
How long do you use it at a time as a pulse?
Can I get your protocol book at a discount? I’m a senior and
would like more data on the different ways of using it.
Thank you
Catherine S.

Hello Ken,
This is Michelle from xxxxx
I am continuing with zapping and the infectious mental
symptoms from neuroboreliosis and toxoplasmosis and
coinfections are getting reduced step by step.
My husband is also continuing his zapping to kill his own
infections that is causing his chronic fatigue. He is able to work
now and to function almost normal, before he was almost
bedridden.
We read on your page about http://zap.intergate.ca/gates.html
And we already knew pretty much of what is going on...it is too
obvious what they are trying to do.

Have you watched the documentary From JFK to 911? Its great,
really helps to see the bigger picture and it connects deeply with
what you write on your website.
You are a warrior of Truth.
I have a question and I want a straight answer.
Me and husbie are talking about the possibility to be forced to
take a vaccine.
And I think that if we zapp right after and take vitamin C,
spirulin, niacin, and do aqua chi to pull out the chemicals in the
vaccine.... if we do this can we actually cancel the action of that
vaccine before it starts to develop in the body?
With respect,
Michelle N.
Hello Ken,
I purchased your Zapper back in October. I am very impressed!
It really does work! Somewhere on your website I know you
stated that one of the benefits people reported was hair
regrowth! I will say 100% this is true! Before all I could see is
scalp and would even get sunburned. It has re-grown so much
that I can no longer see my scalp but because it’s such a slow
process I’m really just noticing it now!! This is an answer to
prayer!
But my question is can you please tell me the ratio to make the
saline formula. If I should get C***D-19 I would like to use this
because I know it gives stronger results.

Thank you Ken for such an awesome product! Highly
recommended and I hope you update the testimonials too.
Lynn M.

Hi Ken,
Thank you very much for everything … You have no idea how
many lives your zapper saved.
Regards,
Harry K.

Hello Ken,
I bought your zapper to use for Herpes and it does do a great job
making the outbreaks stop. I have used many other zappers and
none of them did anything. I see lots of criticism about you on
various forums but your stuff works and the others do not.
I wanted to ask a question on using it for this. I have never used
it for months in a row I just get it out when I feel one coming
and it kills it usually in one try. But if I used it every day would
the virus build up some resistance to it and then it might stop
working?

I know this wont get the RNA that’s hidden in your cell out
because that isn’t even fully alive but it will kill any active virus
when the emerge.
Thanks Jeff
Hello.
I am using qe3.
The other day, when I used Zapper, the parasites and EB virus
disappeared.
I am thankful.
I have a question.
We and the couple want pregnancy.
Should I not use Zapper before I become pregnant?
Is it OK for my husband to use Zapper?
Sincerely, MEGUMI K.

Hi Ken,
It has been a little over 2 months since our last communication.
Here is my update. I know you recommended that I start out
again at 10 seconds. Well, that only lasted one day LOL. I
decided to go big or go home and ramped it up to 10 minutes
with little to no problem. The next week, I did 20 minutes. And
the week after that I did 30 minutes. Had some shingles nerves
come to the surface but nothing serious that I couldn’t handle.
Then I did 30 minutes for 3 weeks and had a week off. Now I
am back to my regular routine of 15 minutes three times per
week. Still experiencing slight nerve pain in some areas (nothing
that makes me go ow ow…and some itchiness, but I guess that
will just take some time to heal. I am really having to watch

what I eat as some foods make it worse, as does stress.
Following the Paleo autoimmune diet about 90% of the time:
“The Healing Kitchen” https://www.amazon.ca/HealingKitchen-Quick-Recipes-Thrive/dp/1628600942 and listening to
frequency nerve healing sounds on my
computer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLd2tszjeF0 Al
l is well!
Still loving my zapper. Thanks again for such a great healing
machine.
Kind Regards,
Carolyn

Aloha Ken, I am making amazing progress, thank you so much,
wondering if you could send me the liver cleanse protocol
please. I hope you are well, with enormous appreciation for
your work I knew Dr. Hanna Kroeger, I ate at her restaurant for
years in boulder and worked there for a period of time.
Best regards, howard

Hi Ken...I guess it’s going okay! I still fell tingling when I use
the unit but I’m not having that horrible feeling afterwards..I can
use it for longer now...

What I have noticed is that my skin is starting to look much
better! Why is this?
I have a question, since I’m noticing such a dramatic
improvement I have started taking supplements...What is the
best time to take the supplements to get the most out of
the electroporation effect?

And how long does the effect last?
Thank you
Lynn

Hi Ken,

I ordered the top zapper + your protocol. Below is my order item
number. I have not received your protocol that I purchased with
my packet. My package upon opening was my zapper, hand &
foot plates with the wires. Can you send me your protocol
book? Also, I am very pleased with my results of using this
unit. Since my recent head & chest cold, I have had NO cold
sores break out. In the past year, I have been getting back to
back cold sores with head & chest cold virus. The zapper did not
kick my cold symptoms out any quicker, but I will take what I
can get. I will plan to order my own lab in a few months to see if
I too have a negative results on HSV. If it is negative, I will then

add it to your testimonial list. Thank you so much! I will keep
you posted on my progress.

Sincerely,
Shona

Hi Ken,
All is going well here with using the zapper on my husband and
I. The floaters in my eyes aren’t gone yet, but hopefully soon. I
am definitely able to hit parasites I couldn’t get to before, and
God only knows I have tried everything including working with
parasite experts. Today my husband and I are trying out your
liver flush with only a couple of my own variations. Can’t wait
to see the results.
My husband and I had a question: What have you found to be
your optimal time using the zapper? When you are trying to hit
something hard? Maintaining?
Currently we are up to 15 minutes, so we were interested in your
feedback. Also, any feedback in this area from other clients?
Second, I would love information on becoming a distributor for
the Ultimate Zapper, particularly in regards to dropshipping.

Please let me know what is entailed and what is allowed on my
end in regards to marketing, etc.
Thank you and have a great day!
Tina

Hi Ken,
We are indeed being forced into chemo on Monday. The
qe3plus arrived today. He did 1 minute and said he could
really feel it in his tumor. Since the cancer is only in his left
forearm, is there any reason to use the foot pads also? We
just did the hand holds. There is a small amount showing in
his left armpit and left elbow lymph nodes also. The only
visible tumor is his left forearm. He could definitely feel it
working in there.
I did 3 minutes for myself and my neck pain was gone by the
time the 3 minutes were up. The pain has come back a little
now at bedtime. We will see what a little more time will do
tomorrow.
Thank you!
Aaron

Ken,

Also using garlic an olive oil pate
But results Awesomely improved when I began zapping
An even more when I began both sides of head as you
suggested
May our Loving Heavenly Father Bless you And yours for
the instrument you made
Janet
Medical missionary in Alternative Medicine

Hi there,
Just wanted to tell you some of the things that have
happened to me since I have started zapping a couple
months ago.
There is no doubt that I have had and am still having
releases of white worms about 2-3 inches long, white cotton
ball-looking things, and some red half moon shaped things.
During a recent coffee colonic I received my technician was
shocked at what was releasing from my system.
Another interesting thing that has happened, I have placed
the electrodes over my liver area and one time as I was doing

this I noticed a burning sensation and after I released the
electrodes I noticed several small red “holes” in my skin.
They scabbed over but took a while to heal because they
were so deep. My assumption is they were escaping through
my skin. I didn’t see anything but I can’t explain it to be
anything else.
I was curious, sometimes but not all the time, when I place
the electrodes on my stomach area I will feel either muscle
contractions or movement of some kind. It almost feels like
when I was pregnant and my son used to kick me, that’s how
strong it can be sometimes. Can you explain what could be
happening there? Is there parasite activity in my muscle
tissue or are they “revolting” in my intestines?
Thank you for your amazing machine!! It’s made an
amazing improvement in my health.
Paula

Hi Ken,
I just wanted to say how much I've enjoyed using your
QE3plus version that I bought last year. The first 30 days of
zapping I lost almost 20 lbs and haven't gained it back yet.
Sincerely,
Micah
Ken,
I now do 1hr straight, once a week (gradually built up to

it...), and I can tell you: This zapper takes no prisoners!!!
Thank you for continuing to put out great products QE3plus was definitely well worth the money spent.
All the best,
Jeton

HI Ken,

Thank you ken! My cousin had let me use her zapper when
visit my mom who just pass on. I have been having some
health issues. The one time use was amazing.

Carol

Hi Ken
Just wanted to give you an update on our zapping.
My wife has been sticking w/ 10 secs max, roughly every
other day b/c she really feels the healing reaction or dieoff. She is starting to feel better wrt Lyme symptoms, but
they come and go. She understands that she is going to feel
worse before she feels better though.
Interesting results for me..
I had been dealing with a pain in my left side for a week
after eating a bunch of raw celery and a very large dinner

one night. Pain was so bad, it kept me awake the first nigh,
but was different pain than when I had pancreatitis in 2015
(alcohol induced...don't drink any more). I felt feverish for
a few days, but no actual fever and felt tingly w/cold
chills. So the first night that I zapped (10 secs), I woke up
sweating in the middle of night, like I had a fever. I rarely
sweat at night. Weird dreams too. So i've been zapping for
roughly 30 secs now, every other day. The pain in side is
gone, just mild discomfort when I take a deep breath. I
think I might have had a mild case of diverticulitis, given it
seemed like an infection too. Don't have a history of it
though. Not sure. Or maybe I picked up something from
the raw celery?
I noticed that zapping makes me tired/sleepy too, which I
kind of like actually b/c I'm pretty wired. More relaxed now
for sure. Slept thru the night the past 2 nights also, which
makes life so much more enjoyable.
Take care
Andy

Hello Ken,
That sounds great.
I have a friend named Tom kucinsky who has lyme disease
very badly for decades.
I used your zapper and cured myself and my 3 kids of lyme
disease.
Patricia

Hello again,
Well I used zapper about 20 minutes and I feel it gave me
boost of energy. I’ll probably continue with it daily from
now on.
Amazing little piece of equipment! 😊👍 Thank you for
building these!
Mari

Hey there Ken , Ive been zapping a good hour ( at least) a
day for the last 8 weeks, Ive seen remarkable improvement
the last 3 weeks. I feel 75% -80% myself lately.

Thanks so much again
Joshua

Hi Ken!
Just an update, the Ultimate Zapper is working so
powerfully, this is amazing....
I am ending my third week and ready to take the 5-7 days
break. I feel very good and the tinglings sensation have
almost disappeared from my mouth, including my chin,
neck, shoulders. I am very happy about this and know the

end is near. The tinglings inside the mouth, teeth, tongue and
gums are down too, meaning sometimes I don't feel anything
at all. Which is great...
Nevertheless, there are still coming in those areas (inside the
mouth). Note that this has been the hardest part. And I am
wondering if the mercury amalgam fillings that I have in two
of my lower teeth are the issue. I would have used the zapper
near that area, my head, to accelerate my healing. But I
know I cannot.
I am also afraid to remove those amalgam fillings now that I
am so close to my healing. Afraid that the medicine they will
put and use to remove them will mess up all the good
work done already by the zapper, bringing me back to the
starting point.
Also, can we still get healed with the amalgam fillings in the
mouth? What do you advice me please? Should I just be
more patient? I really need your advice .
Thank you so much,
Angeline

Ken, Im not writing a testimonial ... yet. But my back does
not hurt the last two days, or it hurts about 90% less.
Ive been battling Lyme for 4 years, and I got the diagnosis
Later than KAren Allen.i was almost dead 2 years ago,
bedridden for 6 weeks. I sort of got myself half functioning

with herbs and diet after about 6 months. A native american
Herbalist told me it was Lyme about a year later. Russel and
Jackie ( four eagles).
I got the device out and used Karens story as a model , 7
minute sessions , 20 minute breaks. I had this burning itchy
feeling along the spine. Ive had that before but it was really
bad with the zapper on.
In any case, no back pain for 2 days, that is pretty
impressive. For myself my back being worse means my
other symptoms are worse too, or are about to get worse.
I have very high hopes for this and my herbal protocol
which Ive narrowed down to Grapefruit seed extract,
monolaurin, and Allicin. All of these at very high doses.
These are not common favorites for Lyme but these are the
ones that have produced the best effects for me after 2 years
of trying everything out there.
This is a great product you have.
regards
Joshua
Hello Ken! I bought a QE3plus (full set) a few years back &
just love using it! My wife does too! She likes to use it in
another room from where I do my sessions, hence we
thought of getting just another set of pipes & plates, so we'd
just move the zapper unit around. Is it possible to buy an
extra set of pipes & plates without buying another
zapper??

....and price for this?
I bought the QE3 while living in Quebec a few years back
108(I think) Olive St., Magog, QC
Paul
We now live in Brantford, Ontario
Thanks, loads Ken!

K Thanks man! I actually zapped both upper and lower
jaws yesterday again and did not have the same pain as
before. You're making me a believer.... ;-)
Dr. Mike

Thanks for the clarification, Ken.
Indeed I felt a lot better immediately after 3 amalgams were
removed (this dentist was able to detect mercury underneath
one of the metal crowns using Rita meter, which the 1st
holistic dentist didn't see on x rays) and the zapper seems to
be much more effective in killing the parasites and I've been
able to sleep just for 7 to 7 and a half hours (just like before
when my health began to go downhill 6 months ago) and be
productive during the day instead of 8 hours of sleep or
more to accomplish the same....
Cephas

Dear Ken,
My mom is having very good result with zapping, we have
the Qe3plus.
She had infections of all sorts, pains in her ovaries and
swollen lymph nodes all over her armpits, she had 5 bumps
in her breasts, now they are gone.
Ken, now I want to ask you in relation to my mother in law.
She has hepathitis C virus and now she is undergoing a
strong medication against it but it weakens her too much
and she feels terrible.
Ken, I talked to her and urged her to stop this treatment and
start zapping. I strongly believe the virus will deactivate in
time with zapping.
What do you know about the efficacy of Qe3plus with virus
C?
Have you had anyone beating this virus with your zapper?

Waiting for your reply,
With great respect,
Michelle N.

Hi Ken,

Just an update, I tried your device and it's amazing! I used it for
10min the last couple nights and could feel all of the critters that
reside in my neck and legs getting a taste of their own medicine.
Im having lots of die off symptoms, I will take that any day over
feeling like I'm getting eaten alive. You have given me hope
again. Keep up the good work that you do!
Thanks,
Caresse

Thanks Ken for your help I'm am really benefiting from the
zapper
agnes

Hello Ken! My name is Robert xxxxx. Purchased the QE3plus
and just love it. Had a Best Zapper before. I was looking up in
your website and noticed that when we purchase a new zapper
we receive the liver cleanse book.Never had that.Can you verify
this for me.

Thanks.
Robert!

Well Ken

I am not sure what to say but thank you. I received my unit and
hadn't used it until today. I had started on an antibiotic for a
kidney infection and wham I got a huge surprise when I woke up
to swollen lips, tongue throat, belly.
I hooked up your unit and started. I can't believe my
eyes. After the first 10 second session my lips began to shrink,
tongue didn't hurt, throat didn't hurt, belly pain was going
away. I am in total shock. I was going to go to the ER again. I
am so glad I bought your unit.......amazing.
After the third session my lips are normal the feeling of wanting
to vomit has gone I feel almost normal.......unbelievable.
P.S. I did order your recovery protocol and something else and I
didn't get them? But I can say I am thrilled with your unit.
Robin
Hi Ken, I spoke with Shera today, here’s the results so far. She
zapped 10 seconds and had some lymph swelling under her jaw
after the first or second time zapping, She thinks it’s a detox.
Later on she zapped with the handles on either side of her jaw
and that seemed to decrease the inflammation there.
Her almost 3 year old did a 5 second zap Friday night. He was
sleepy Saturday and zapped again once Saturday night. Today
Sunday he had more energy than he’s had in a long time. Shera
thinks it’s the zapper. There wasn’t any other reason why.
He’ll have his 5 seccond daily zapp again tonight, so I’ll let you
know how things keep going as I talk keep in touch with Shera.

Oh how long to wait after he gets his IV chem-o (which will be
Monday or Tuesday) till he can zapp again?
Thanks.
Aaron

Ken,
thank you thank you thank you for offering your Ultimate
Zapper tool to the public. My brain parasites are gone, liver
flukes gone, pancreas/adrenal flukes gone and my energy and
mood has lifted beyond anything I have felt since I was 4.
xoxo
Jenny
Hi Ken,
I was just writing you in the hope that you could guide me a
little bit on how to use my ultimate Zapper to get rid of
tapeworm. I’ve just started zapping last Friday and have seen
more results in getting rid of my parasite problems than anything
else I’ve tried but was wondering what is the best way to use the
zapper for tapeworm. Should I do the on and off sessions or
duration zapping. Also how long and how many times a day.
Thanks Ken. Really enjoying your zapper. Hope to hear from
you.
Richard

Hi Ken!

I usually get a lot of oral sores (ulcers). But i have noticed that
whenever i zap at the slightest indication of a sore the sore stops
developing. Now that is something positive.
Regards
Anand

Hi Ken! I have been having the best time with your Ultimate
Zapper. Glad you mentioned that I may not feel a “buzz” and
that the red light means it is working, or I may have thought it
was broken! Now that I have used it for a few days, I can detect
a very subtle “hum” going through me.
My energy has been through the roof, but not in a way that one
might expect - I didn’t use the zapper and then jump up and
have so much energy that I could run around the block and chop
wood & stay up all night; What I feel is a mental energy that
leads to me being more active. After my first zapping session
(about 2 minutes) I suddenly thought “You know, I think I might
get up & start cleaning my house & get a load of laundry in.”
This may not seem significant to some, but for me, this is
HUGE. I have had increasing lack of energy & lack of interest
in doing much of anything! This started when I moved to New
Zealand in 2004. I started gaining weight almost immediately the wedding dress that I bought in the first 2 weeks of being
there, was a tad tight for my wedding after a month of being
there. And by the time we moved back to the States, 2 children
later, I had gone from a dress size 10 to a size 20. I had literally
doubled in size. And now that I have been in the States for a

year & a half, instead of going back to the size I was when I left
the States, I have continued to put on weight & am now a size
24. With 2 little ones to look after & now the only parent left,
stress & lack of energy are my main opponents. So, to use this
little device called the Ultimate Zapper for just a few minutes
each morning, & be able to have CONSTANT energy through
the day, even bypassing that afternoon slump I usually have, is a
game changer. I was able to drive all the way up to Whistler (3
hour’s through a border crossing, Vancouver city, along a
mountain route I wasn’t familiar with, and still had energy to
keep going at the other end. I packed my Zapper up in a shoe
box & zapped at the hotel, and after our short holiday was able
to drive back down to a different part of Canada, have a full
dinner, drive another hour back home, and still unpack all of our
suitcases & put a load of laundry in before bed. THIS IS
INCREDIBLE that I had the sustained energy to be able to do
this! Granted, my parents did come along (they live in a
different State) but usually, I would be totally stressed with
having to drive so much, in a bad mood because all I wanted to
do was sleep, and be starting arguements over little things
because I couldn’t enjoy anything as I was so tired. Yes, the
Ultimate Zapper has made a night & day difference in my life.
I am so glad I kept searching online to find out what was
actually going on with me - I have been thin all my life, active in
ballet, never had a weight issue. Never had an issue with low
energy. And then, after moving to NZ, I was fat & last? What?!
Something was going on, but it wa last subtle, under the radar.
Not sure how I ended up finding the Ultimate Zapper, but the
testimonials on your site, and your quick response to my inquiry
email, made all of the difference.

Below are a few links I have found very helpful with
identifying symptoms of parasite overgrowth. These were the
turning point for me in my understanding:
parasite overgrowth symptoms
http://theparasitecleanse.net/
good interview about a lady who went thru a parasite cleanse
protocol, her experience before & after, night & day difference
https://drruscio.com/intestinal-worms-causing-weight-gainstress-food-allergies-constipation-insomnia-patientconversation/
I do have a request - I am after longer cord to go from the hand
holds to the foot pads, would you be able to make these for me?
I am feeling the need to put a handhold behind my neck, & I
have to stay hunched over in order to not pull out the cord to the
foot pad(s). A longer cord would allow me to sit up straight 😉
And I have a ? regarding parasite overgrowth symptoms, or
possibly the symptoms that mean I am getting rid of parasites
and am having die-off - Yesterday when we were in walking
around Whistler (Canada), I started feeling numb on the front of
my thighs, first the left & then the right joined in. It didn’t affect
my muscles or walking, but feels like a hand towel sized ‘pad’
of skin suddenly went numb . . . ? I have felt it again last night
after driving back to the States & this morning after watering my
plants. It is a little concerning, but I don’t feel any pain & have
full function of my muscles underneath the number skin. Not
sure what to make if it. Any advice would be appreciated.

Thank you for continuing to perfect this amazing zapper, the
Ultimate Zapper!
Cheers, Jennifer

Ken, we are So thankful to have you! Our lives started to change
since we got hold of these AMAZING devices: UZ and Aqua
Chi.
We are not still out of the woods yet, I have to start chelation, I
started the biochemical recovery and then I will start chelation
and after that I will start zapping daily. But there are great
effects already on me and my husband and our relatives.
I will tell you more someday.
Thats why I decided to start this blog and distribute them.
Niculae M.

Hey Ken, how are you? Keeping well? I just wanted to ask you a
question about Curezone.org, I can see you're quite active on it.
How do I go about making a post? I've looked for 3 hours, tried
emailing them (to no avail, they wouldn't accept my email) and
just can't find where I could send an email.
About the zapper, it's been working well for me. It's making the
bugs angry, that's for sure. the floaters in my eyes have changed
to smaller, flashier ones, but I feel super out of it and am unable
to concentrate on work.

My dietician in Toronto recommended I zap my temples to
complely remve the floater. I don't have any amalgam filling. I
have used to zapper for an extended period of time, and it made
me pretty dizzy, out of it. There's definitely something in my
stomach and brain that is super strong, and seems resistant to
everything.. I've been taking goldenseal with the zapper, because
I actually was able to stop losing so much weight by doing it
before. Anyways, thanks Ken, you zapper is a quality product,
money well spent for sure.
Geof
Dear Ken,
I use the Zapper with footpad for 10 sec last night, this morning,
lots of waste came out, feels good! I have chronic halitosis for
10 years, I really hope the zapper will cure it! I always have a
feeling that the smell is coming from the back of my throat,
although I checked with 2 ENT doctors, they said the throat
looks fine. I did have many tonsil stones before due to high acid
in my body, after I notice it, I start eating healthy with lots of
fresh fruits and veggies, now the tonsil stones are gone,
however, I still feel there’s always something stuck in my throat
when i swallow (might be a huge stones in the back of the throat
and won’t be able to see. So I am wondering should I put the
zapper near my throat? What do you suggest? Thank you!
Vivian

Ken,

I have been suffering from self-diagnosed chronic fatigue for a
year and half, now. While I have not had any tests done to
verify, I believe the cause of this is mercury toxicity. I came to
this realization only a few days ago and I remembered your
material. We have been using your zapper ever since we got it. It
is a true blessing. It is the one thing that is keeping me
somewhat functional. I wanted to ask you a question...
I am not able to afford the removal/replacement of my mouth
full of amalgams, at the moment. Would liver cleansing give me
more energy until I can have my amalgams removed? Would
you recommend doing liver cleanses before I remove the
amalgams? I'm desperate to do anything to give myself more
energy so I can get back to work.
John

Hi Ken. I told you about my neighbor 3 weeks ago. No amalgam
fillings. No hospital or industrial area or nuclear plant. But he
did work with toxic stuff.
In one week or so he will redo a CT scan to see if there are any
improvements with his bladder.
I asked you because I read something you wrote on a forum
about building a zapper with 1000 hz frequency that will never
allow viruses/parasites to get resistant to this frequency.

If its true, I will be the first buyer, let me know. My husbie
already has significant improvement with his energy, he has
suffered from huge chronic fatigue all his life... Nick, you know
him he wrote you several times. We're from Romania.
So we found it was Epstein Barr in his liver...so this year he felt
a tremedous effect due to zapping and he still has to zapp until
he eradicates the virus and get his normal energy level back.
Michelle
My name is Amrit, I'm danish and live in Italy
Twice I have got the Lyme Disease, the second time was very
bad.
I ended up laying down most of the time and at a certain
point,
my girlfriend was so worried that she wanted to call the
ambulance.
I hardly couldn't breathe, half my face was going numb and
I looked like a tomato.
I am not a fan of hospitals so I started looking online and
ended my search
on the Ultimate Zapper website...... Wow!
Immediately after the first day of 30 seconds zapping energy
was coming back.
Long story short I am back on my feet, still spending most of
my days in nature
between ticks and all, coconut oil on my skin, danish anti
tick socks and daily zapping.
Thanks Ken, well done!
Amrit

Hi Ken,
Wow, your QE3plus zapper has been the best health purchase I
have ever made, and I have purchased and tried a lot of things!
I am almost up to 30 minutes and then will take a week off and
do 3 weeks of 30 minutes, a week off, and then back down to 15
minutes 3 times per week. Is this a good approach? With just
doing it 3 times a week, do you still take a week off after 3
weeks or just continue with 3 times a week?
I am going to be getting a puppy soon and do not want to use
regular vaccines (will use homeopathic vaccines) or flea, tick,
parasite prevention medicine. Since the zapper is working well
killing parasites in me, I was wondering if the zapper would
work well for killing life threatening heartworm in dogs…just in
case it is needed, although I will do everything natural I can to
prevent it from happening. I will be using diatomaceous earth
right from the beginning for the other not so serious parasites.
Thanks again for your amazing invention. I will be emailing you
my health results within the next few months.
Carolyn

Dear Ken, how are you. Its been a while i didnt contact you,
but i need your advice, its about parasites.
I used zapper between November - mid February and i was
able to get rid of lyme and bartponella, hopefully they wont

come back. But i had to stop using it as apparently just like
you said i had a high level of mercury, and i started to feel
unwell. i used some medicine and natural detox and was able
to get rid of it. But in February me and my friends went to
cuba and we all came home sick with parasites. most of them
got rid of them fast.
Thank you.
Anna
Ken, I have the Zapper and love it. I just moved to the UK
and they have power adapters one can put on US appliances.
I wanted to confirm with you this is ok for my zapper. Is
there anything I should know first or should I do something
else to ensure it works properly?
Best,
Diane

Hi Ken,
Thank you again. The Ultimate Zapper is a great
machine. Keep up the great work.
Roger

Hi Ken ,

I have received my Ultimate Zapper this morning.The
zapper received is intact and works well when connected to
power.I did my 30 seconds of zapping(my first) ; boy it
immediately turned me tired and i slept for an hour (i
believe it's a die off effect).I woke up refreshed.I'm looking
forward my 2nd session tomorrow.Will update you of my
progress after 10 days.
Thank you. Surinder.

Hi, Ken. I am Nick, I hope you remember me :)
If I use your magnificent zapper (QE3plus) every other day,
not daily, after how long I have to take a break? I know that
in daily using the break must be taken after 3 weeks. Just for
knowing! I love your zapper. My chronic fatigue syndrome
caused by an infection with Epstein Barr virus has begun to
recede. Thank God I found you! Bless you.
Regards,
Nick

Hello,
Huge fan of your product. Have around a dozen people that
bought them after seeing the difference it made in my life.
But My handholds broke for my zapper, dropped them and
the ends cracked. How much for a replacement?
Michael

Hi Ken,
I have been zapping for 1/2 hour everyday (with 1 day break
here and there) for treating candida/yeast infection.
I am happy to let you know that this zapping worked!! The
discharges and most importantly, the itching (could drive
anyone nuts) has stopped. Praise be!!
My question is, is it best to keep zapping everyday, or is it
best to take a few days intervals, 2 to 3 days break in
between?
Thank you for inventing this zapper.
Kind regards,
Mary

Hello Ken!
I'm happy to report that the Ultimate Zapper is working
wonders for my partner! It gave him flatter stomach and the
feeling in his feet are coming back (he has onset diabetes)!!
As for myself, as I mentioned before, I was getting the slight
nausea and headache. But after the first two sessions, I had a
surge of energy which lasted for several days! I was
sooooooo excited!!!!
Thank you so much!
Hanaka

Hello.
I'm amazed how the zapper Qe3plus is making me and my
family feel better.
I will always be grateful to you.
I have a question, last night i forgot to turn off the zapper,
until morning I found out what happened and turned it off.
I want to know if my distraction of leaving the zapper
turned on for many hours will affect it negatively?
Thank you.
Ruben

Hi Mr Ken
Hoping your day is Merry and Bright!
Jess zapped for 10 sec only. I went a little longer! We felt no
vibration or pulsing, but "movement' or "activity" right
away, and ongoing in different areas as time went on. After
about 10 min. I felt energized and elevated. Jesse
After 1 hr was sleepy and rested the rest of day. By evening
he was able to study and "get it" on a lesson he had spent
days trying to absorb.Says he feels great.
Most all my pain left and I no longer have this feeling like
I'm being nawed on! Oh! Wow!
Will have our second session late today.
Many Blessiongs to You and Yours

Cheryl

